Chapter 358

Museums; Preservation of Historical Objects

358.110
ATTY. GEN. OPINIONS: Appropriation for museum fund without including it in the budget, 1936-38, p 146; appropriation from proceeds of sale of lands for use in erecting memorial for war veterans, 1936-38, p 630; authority of memorial commission to expend appropriated funds, 1948-50, p 385; county acquiring community center, 1956-58, p 65.

358.140
ATTY. GEN. OPINIONS: Rescission of order making an appropriation by county court after appointment of commission and expenditure of funds, 1936-38, p 630.

358.170 to 358.230

358.170

358.190
LAW REVIEW CITATIONS: 4 WLJ 476.

358.200

358.210